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Abstract 26	

Dehydrating stresses trigger the accumulation of abscisic acid (ABA), a key plant stress-27	

signaling hormone that activates Snf1-Related Kinases (SnRK2s) to mount adaptive responses. 28	

However, the regulatory circuits that terminate the SnRK2s signal relay after acclimation or post-29	

stress conditions remain to be defined. Here, we show that the desensitization of the ABA-signal 30	

is achieved by the regulation of OST1 (SnRK2.6) protein stability via the E3-ubiquitin-ligase 31	

HOS15. Upon ABA signal, HOS15-induced degradation of OST1 is inhibited and stabilized 32	

OST1 promotes the stress-response. When the ABA signal terminates, protein phosphatases 33	

ABI1/2 recruit HOS15 to OST1 to promote the rapid degradation of OST1. Notably, we found 34	

that even in the presence of ABA, OST1 levels were also depleted within hours of ABA signal 35	

onset. The unexpected dynamics of OST1 abundance was resolved by a systematic mathematical 36	

modeling demonstrating a desensitizing feedback loop by which OST1-induced up-regulation of 37	

ABI1/2 leads to the degradation of OST1. This model illustrates the complex rheostat dynamics 38	

underlying the ABA-induced stress response and desensitization. 39	

 40	

41	
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Introduction 42	

Plants alter their physiology and development to adapt to environmental challenges. 43	

Understanding the mechanisms underlying such adaptation is critical for securing the yield of 44	

crop plants in agriculture (Munns et al., 2012). Plant hormones play a key role in environmental 45	

adaptation by inducing many biochemical and physiological changes to cope with abiotic 46	

stresses such as high salinity, water deficit and temperature change, or to biotic stresses including 47	

wounding, pathogens and pests (Cao et al., 2011; Finkelstein, 2013; Pozo et al., 2015). In 48	

particular, the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) regulates multiple physiological processes, 49	

including seed maturation, embryo morphogenesis and desiccation, stomatal movements, and 50	

synthesis of stress proteins and metabolites, all of which function to rescue plants under water 51	

deficit conditions (Murata et al., 2015; Qi et al., 2018). The rise of ABA levels plays an 52	

unquestionable pivotal role in adaptive stress responses (Kuromori et al., 2018).  53	

When the stress-induced ABA is bound to the receptor proteins PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE 54	

(PYR) / PYR-Like (PYL) / REGULATORY COMPONENTS OF ABA RECEPTORS (RCAR), 55	

the receptors sequester type 2C Ser/Thr protein phosphatases including ABI1/2, and thereby 56	

release SnRK2 kinases (SNF1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASE CLASS 2), including SnRK2.2, 57	

SnRK2.3 and SnRK2.6/OST1, from an inactive complex with the phosphatases (Ma et al., 2009; 58	

Park et al., 2009; Geiger et al., 2009; Rodrigues et al., 2013). This triggers the auto-59	

phosphorylation and activation of SnRK2 kinases, which subsequently phosphorylate 60	

ABI5/ABFs transcription factors (ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT BINDING FACTORS) that 61	

upregulate ABA-responsive genes such as RD29A and RD29B under stress conditions (Furihata 62	

et al., 2006; Fujii et al., 2009; Yoshida et al., 2010). Among the ABA-related SnRK2s, 63	

OST1/SnRK2.6 plays a particularly relevant role in numerous ABA responses, such as stomata 64	

closure in response to drought, plant pathogens, or decreases in atmospheric relative humidity 65	

(Qi et a., 2018). In Arabidopsis and maize, OST1 largely mediates the responses of guard cells to 66	

ABA by controlling the activity of several ion transporters and NADPH-oxidases important for 67	

stomatal closure (Mustilli et al., 2002; Yoshida et al., 2006; Lee at al., 2009; Wu et al., 2018). 68	

While phosphorylation and activation of the ABA-signaling components SnRK2 kinases and 69	

ABI5/ABFs is a known major regulatory mechanism underlying the ABA-signaling pathway, 70	

recently another type of regulation is emerging, namely the targeted degradation of these ABA-71	
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signaling components. Several members of the PYR/PYL/RCAR family of ABA receptors are 72	

specifically recognized by different E3 ubiquitin ligases and targeted for degradation through 73	

proteasome action (Irigoyen et al., 2014). ABI1, a PP2C phosphatase that inhibits ABA-related 74	

SnRK2 kinases such as OST1, is ubiquitinated by PUB12/PUB13 (U-box E3 ligases) and also 75	

degraded by the proteasome in the presence of ABA signal (Kong et al., 2015), which then 76	

facilitates the activation of SnRK2 kinases and of their downstream transcription factors (TFs). 77	

Eventually, the TFs that accumulate in response to ABA need to be degraded when the signal 78	

ceases. When ABA signaling stops, ABI FIVE BINDING PROTEIN1 (AFP1) and KEG (KEEP 79	

ON GOING) facilitate UPS-mediated proteolysis of ABI5 and ABF1/ABF3 (Lopez-Molina et al., 80	

2003; Stone et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013). In addition, DWA1/DWA2 (DWD 81	

HYPERSENSITIVE TO ABA1/2), and ABD1 (ABA-HYPERSENSITIVE DCAF1), substrate 82	

receptors for the DDB1 CULLIN4-based E3 ligases, command the degradation of ABI5 (Seo et 83	

al., 2014; Lee et al., 2010). The positive signaling effectors SnRK2.2, SnRK2.3 and 84	

SnRK2.6/OST1 are known to be degraded by an ubiquitination- and proteasome-dependent 85	

mechanism, but the mechanism involved has not been identified with the exception of SnKR2.3 86	

that was shown to be degraded by AtPP2-B11 (Kim et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2017). In summary, 87	

the degradation of positive signaling effectors leads to deactivation of the ABA signal pathway. 88	

The ubiquitin-26S proteasome system (UPS) proceeds via sequential reactions performed by 89	

three distinct sets of enzymes: ubiquitin activating enzymes (E1), ubiquitin conjugating enzymes 90	

(E2) and ubiquitin protein ligases (E3). Because target specificity is conferred by the E3 ligases, 91	

plant genomes encode hundreds of E3 ligases that recruit specific target proteins in multiple 92	

biological processes. The E3 ubiquitin ligases have been categorized in three major groups and 93	

several subgroups (Vierstra, 2009; Shu and Yang, 2017). The single-subunit group includes 94	

several subfamilies based on their mechanisms of action and the presence of specific domains: 95	

HECT (Homology to E6-AP C Terminus), RING (Really Interesting New Gene) and U-box type 96	

E3s. The multi-subunit group of Cullin-RING box1-Ligases (CRLs) comprises four subfamilies: 97	

SCF (S-phase kinase-associated protein 1–Cullin 1–F-box), BTB (Bric-a-brac–Tramtrack–Broad 98	

complex), DDB (DNA Damage-Binding domain-containing) and APC (anaphase-promoting 99	

complex). The Arabidopsis protein HOS15 (HIGH OSMOTIC STRESS 15) is a CUL4-DDB1-100	

based E3 ubiquitin ligase functionally related to osmotic- and to cold-stress signaling (Zhu et al., 101	

2008; Park et al., 2018). In cold stress signaling, HOS15 interacts with and promotes the UPS-102	
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mediated degradation of HISTONE DEACETYLASE 2C (HD2C). This results in enhanced 103	

acetylation of histone H3, the 'opening' of the chromatin of cold-related COR genes, facilitated 104	

recruitment of the CBF transcription factors and acquisition of cold tolerance (Park et al., 2018). 105	

Originally, the first hos15-1 mutant (C24 background) was isolated in a genetic screen as 106	

showing higher expression of the RD29A:LUC reporter gene in response to cold, salt, and ABA, 107	

although the hos15-1 mutant was only sensitive to cold (Zhu et al., 2008). However, the specific 108	

mechanism by which HOS15 contributes to osmotic stress and ABA signaling remained 109	

unresolved.  110	

Here, we report that HOS15, acting as substrate receptor for the CUL4-DDB1 E3 ligase 111	

machinery, promotes the degradation of dephosphorylated OST1 (SnRK2.6) and plays a critical 112	

role in the desensitization to the ABA signal elicited by dehydration. Furthermore, we found that 113	

the interaction between HOS15 and OST1 was stabilized by ABI1/2. Thus, the sequestration of 114	

ABI1/2 by PYR/PYLs and away from OST1 in the presence of ABA promoted the accumulation 115	

of phosphorylated OST1 and inhibited the HOS15-induced degradation of OST1. Interestingly, 116	

the accumulation of OST1 suddenly stopped after 6h of ABA treatment and decreased even in 117	

the presence of ABA signal, presumably leading to desensitization. A systematic mathematical 118	

modeling approach predicted that the desensitizating decline of OST1 occurred via negative 119	

feedback loop involving the OST1-induced upregulation of ABI phosphatases, a conjecture that 120	

was experimentally validated. The key finding is the existence of a rheostatic loop by which the 121	

positive effector OST1 up-regulates the negative effectors ABI1/ABI2 that in turn counteract 122	

OST1 activity to dampen ABA signaling. The critical role of HOS15-induced degradation of 123	

OST1 in the drought stress response is supported by the abnormal stress response of hos15 124	

mutant due to stabilized OST1 with enhanced kinase activity. Our findings provide a molecular 125	

mechanism and mathematical model describing the rheostatic modulation of the ABA signaling 126	

pathway via the time-resolved and HOS15-induced OST1 degradation. 127	

  128	
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Results 129	

 130	

hos15-2 plants are hyper-sensitive to ABA and resilient to drought stress 131	

HOS15, first identified in a screen for mutants with enhanced expression of dehydration-induced 132	

genes, is one of the 85 WD40-proteins that function as substrate receptors for DDB1-CUL4 E3 133	

ligase complexes (Lee et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2008). To check the role of HOS15 in the ABA 134	

signaling pathway, a loss-of-function T-DNA insertion mutant, hos15-2 (Gk_785B10) was 135	

obtained from NASC (http://arabidopsis.info/) and confirmed by diagnostic PCR and 136	

quantitative RT-PCR assays (Supplemental Figure 1A and 1B). Two complemented lines of 137	

genotype pHOS15::HOS15/hos15-2 named as CL#1 and CL#2 were produced in hos15-2, and 138	

the near wild-type expression of the transgene was confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR 139	

(Supplemental Figure 1B). In the presence of ABA, the hos15-2 mutant exhibited significantly 140	

reduced seed germination and radicle emergence compared to Col-0 and the two complemented 141	

lines (Supplemental Figure 1C and 1D). In addition, when seeds were germinated on vertical 142	

plates to test for root growth, hos15-2 seedlings were hypersensitive to ABA and showed root 143	

growth retardation (Supplemental Figures 1E and 1F). Taken together, these results demonstrate 144	

that HOS15 acts as a negative regulator of ABA signaling during seed germination and post-145	

germination seedling growth. 146	

Next, we investigated whether hos15-2 affected other ABA-related phenotypes, such as drought 147	

tolerance, ABA-induced stomatal closure and reduced water transpiration. Three-week-old wild-148	

type (Col-0), hos15-2, CL#1 and CL#2 plants were submitted to withholding water for 14-days, 149	

and then re-watered and allowed to recover for 2-days (Figure 1A). Over 75% of the hos15-2 150	

mutant survived severe dehydration, while only 8% of Col-0 and less than 9% of the two 151	

complemented lines survived, indicating that hos15-2 plants are significantly resilient to water 152	

deficit (Figure 1A and 1B). Furthermore, hos15-2 showed a lower rate of water loss in 153	

dehydrating 2-week old seedlings (Figure 1C) and greater stomatal closure in leaf epidermal 154	

fragments after treatment with 5 µM ABA for 2h (Figure 1D and 1E), indicating that the drought 155	

resistance of hos15-2 correlated with reduced transpiration. Consistent with the enhanced 156	

responsiveness of hos15-2 plants to drought stress, the transcript level of dehydration responsive 157	

genes (DREB2A, RD29A and LEA7) (Supplemental Figure 2A), and ABA-biosynthetic genes 158	

including NCED3 (Supplemental Figure 2B) were more up-regulated by drought stress in hos15-159	
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2 mutant than Col-0 and complementation lines. However, ABA accumulation in hos15-2 plants 160	

was not dramatically different from the wild type (Supplemental Figure 3). Take together these 161	

results indicate that loss of HOS15 function leads to the enhanced response to ABA signaling, 162	

what translates into the significant drought tolerance of hos15-2 plants. 163	

 164	

HOS15 interacts with ABA signaling components 165	

Since hos15-2 showed ABA-hypersensitive phenotype while ABA accumulation remained 166	

largely unaffected, HOS15 could negatively regulate downstream intermediaries in the ABA 167	

signaling pathway. Indeed, we found that HOS15 directly interacts with the ABA-signaling 168	

components OST1/SnRK2.6, SnRK2.3, ABI1 and ABI2, but not with SnRK2.2 or the ABA 169	

receptor PYR1 in a yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay (Supplemental Figure 4). Furthermore, HOS15 170	

did not interact with the ABA-responsive transcription factors ABI5, ABF1 to 4, and AREB3 171	

(Supplemental Figure 4). HOS15 interaction with ABI1, ABI2 and OST1 was further confirmed 172	

through Bimolecular Fluorescence Complementation (BiFC) in Nicotiana benthamiana leaf 173	

epidermal cells. Notably, HOS15 co-localized with OST1, ABI1 and ABI2 in the nucleus, in 174	

keeping with the reported nuclear localization of HOS15 (Zhu et al., 2008), but failed again to 175	

interact with PYR1 (Figure 2A). 176	

Next, we investigated whether the interaction of HOS15 with OST1 and ABI1/2 was affected by 177	

ABA in Arabidopsis seedlings expressing myc-tagged OST1 (Ding et al., 2015). Co-immuno-178	

precipitation (co-IP) of OST1 with HOS15 was considerably reduced by ABA treatment for 4h 179	

(Figure 2B). To further confirm our findings, GFP-tagged HOS15 was transiently co-expressed 180	

with HA-tagged OST1, ABI1, ABI2 or PYR1 in tobacco and submitted to co-IP. HOS15 181	

interacted with all of the tested ABA-signaling components except PYR1 (Figures 2C-2F), and 182	

again HOS15 interaction with OST1 was impaired by ABA (Figure 2C). In contrast, ABA did 183	

not affect HOS15-ABI1 and HOS15-ABI2 interactions, indicating independence of ABA (Figure 184	

2D and 2E). Furthermore, the constitutive interaction between HOS15 and ABI1/2 leads to the 185	

indirect coupling between HOS15 and PYR1 in the presence of ABA because ABA-binding by 186	

PYR1 triggers the recruitment of ABI1/2 (Figure 2F). That is, HOS15 co-IPed PYR1 only in the 187	

presence of ABA, although at a lesser extent than OST1 and ABI1/2 (Figure 2F). Taken together, 188	

these results signify that ABA interferes the HOS15-OST1 interaction but indirectly promotes 189	

HOS15-PYR1 interaction due to recruitment of ABI1/2 by the ABA receptor. 190	
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Interestingly, the HOS15-OST1 interaction was further strengthened by ABI1 or ABI2 (Figure 3), 191	

indicating that ABI1 and ABI2 may facilitate the recruitment of OST1 to HOS15. Thus, the 192	

reduction of HOS15-OST1 interaction with ABA could stem from the fact that ABA signal leads 193	

to the sequestration of ABI1/2 by PYR1 and away from OST1. Indeed, when ABI1/2 were 194	

highly expressed so that PYR1 could not sequester all of ABI1/2, the interaction between 195	

HOS15-OST1 was maintained even in the presence of ABA (Figure 3A-3D). Furthermore, when 196	

the auto-phosphorylation residue of OST1 (S175) (Belin et al., 2006) was substituted by alanine 197	

(S175A), HOS15-OST1 interaction was no longer affected by exogenous ABA (Figure 3E and 198	

3F). These results indicated that the dephosphorylated form of OST1 is the preferred interacting 199	

partner of HOS15.  200	

 201	

OST1 protein is degraded by the 26S proteasome in a HOS15-dependent manner 202	

We have shown recently that HOS15 is a substrate receptor (DCAF protein) that interacts with 203	

the DDB1-CUL4 E3 ligase complex to promote degradation of HISTONE DEACETYLASE 2C 204	

(HD2C) during cold-induced chromatin remodeling (Park et al., 2018). Thus, we next 205	

investigated whether HOS15 targets OST1 for degradation by the DDB1-CUL4 E3 ligase 206	

complex in the ABA signaling pathway. Indeed, HOS15 interacted with DDB1 and CUL4, and 207	

was also able to co-IP OST1and DDB1A together (Supplemental Figure 5). These results 208	

indicate that HOS15 could promote degradation of OST1 via the 26S proteasome. In agreement 209	

with this, when cycloheximide (CHX) was used to inhibit de novo protein synthesis, the OST1 210	

protein level declined in WT (Col-0) but not in hos15-2, while the proteasome inhibitor MG132 211	

preserved OST1 abundance in the WT (Figure 4A and 4B). This conclusion was confirmed with, 212	

when anti-OST1 antibodies were used to detect the endogenous OST1 protein levels. The native 213	

OST1 protein was very rapidly degraded in wild-type seedlings (Col-0) compared to hos15-2 214	

(Figure 4C and 4D). To test for a direct effect of HOS15 on OST1 stability, HA-tagged HOS15 215	

and OST1 proteins were transiently co-expressed in N. benthamiana. When the expression of 216	

HOS15 was increased while maintaining OST1 expression, OST1 protein level was gradually 217	

reduced, suggesting that HOS15 directly targets OST1 for degradation (Figure 4E and 4F). 218	

Similar results were obtained when OST1 protein levels were tested in hos15-2 plants 219	

overexpressing OST1 (pSUPER::OST1-MYC/hos15-2) (Supplemental Figure 6A). 220	
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Since HOS15 also interacts with SnRK2.3 (Supplemental Figure 4), we investigated whether 221	

HOS15 also destabilizes SnRK2.3 when co-expressed in tobacco, and found that SnRK2.3 222	

protein level declined as HOS15 protein level increased (Supplemental Figure 6B). On the other 223	

hand, we did not detect any clear effect of HOS15 on SnRK2.2 protein level, indicating that 224	

HOS15 specifically interacts with and destabilizes OST1 and SnRK2.3 (Supplemental Figure 225	

6C). 226	

 227	

ABA-induced OST1 accumulation is enhanced in the absence of HOS15 and ABI1/2. 228	

Since HOS15-OST1 interaction is abrogated by ABA (Figure 2B and 2C), we hypothesized that 229	

ABA treatment could stabilize OST1 and foster the ABA-signal relay. Indeed, after treatment 230	

with ABA, OST1 level rapidly increased for 4h (Figure 5A and 5B). Since the accumulation of 231	

OST1 occurred even as HOS15 level remained nearly the same (Figure 5C), the stabilization of 232	

OST1 appeared to be mainly due to the disruption of the interaction between OST1 and HOS15 233	

by the ABA signal. In the hos15-2 background, OST1 was already abundant at time 0 and 234	

persisted up to 12h after ABA treatment (Figure 5D and 5E and Supplemental Figure 7A), 235	

although the OST1 mRNA level was similar to that of Col-0 (Supplemental Figure 7B). 236	

Furthermore, when 7-days old seedlings were pre-treated with ABA for 4h and then ABA was 237	

washed out, treatment with cycloheximide led to the rapid degradation of extant OST1 in Col-0, 238	

but not with MG132 or in hos15-2 (Figure 5F and 5G and Supplemental Figure 7C and 7D), 239	

indicating that HOS15-induced OST1 degradation is critical for desensitization when the ABA 240	

signal ceases. These results were further confirmed by using OST1 native antibodies against 241	

endogenous OST1 protein. OST1 protein was very rapidly degraded in wild-type seedlings (Col-242	

0) compared to hos15-2 (Supplemental Figure 8A and 8B). 243	

Protein phosphatases ABI1/2 are negative effectors of ABA signaling. We also found that OST1 244	

was stable in the loss-of-function abi1-2 and abi2-2 mutants but unstable in plants expressing the 245	

dominant gain-of-function mutant abi1-1 (Supplemental Figure 9). Taken together, these results 246	

indicate HOS15 is the main E3 ligase regulating OST1 stability, that ABI1/2 phosphatases work 247	

to destabilize OST1, and suggest that the dephosphorylated, inactive form of OST1 is the 248	

preferred target of HOS15. 249	

 250	

The ost1-3 mutation suppresses the hos15-2 drought-resistant phenotype 251	
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To investigate whether the ABA-sensitivity and drought stress tolerance of hos15-2 plants were 252	

due to the highly stabilized OST1 protein (Figures 4 and 5), we tested whether the ost1 mutation 253	

suppressed the hos15-2 phenotype. When ost1-3 knockout was crossed with hos15-2 plants, the 254	

sensitivity of hos15-2 plants to ABA was considerably reduced (Figure 6A and 6B). Furthermore, 255	

the dehydration tolerance of hos15-2 plants to water deficit was not observed in hos15-2/ost1-3 256	

double mutants (Figure 6C). However, overexpression of OST1 in hos15-2 had no measurable 257	

effect on ABA sensitivity and drought tolerance (Supplemental Figure S10). These results 258	

indicate that the ost1-3 mutation is epistatic over hos15-2, as expected from the negative effect of 259	

HOS15 on OST1 (and SnRK2.3) protein stability and kinase activity (Figure 5 and Supplemental 260	

Figure 11). Hence, OST1 needs to be hierarchically placed downstream of HOS15, in line with 261	

the fact that the ABA-hypersensitive and drought tolerant phenotype of hos15-2 is largely due to 262	

OST1 over-accumulation. 263	

 264	

Mathematical model describing OST1 dynamics during ABA signaling 265	

As the ABA signal interferes the interaction between OST1 and HOS15, OST1 level started to 266	

increase right after ABA signal begun (Figure 5A and 5B). However, it was puzzling to observe 267	

that OST1 level suddenly decreased after 4h even in the presence of ABA signal. To investigate 268	

the molecular mechanism leading to such desensitization response of OST1 to the ABA signal, 269	

we developed a mathematical model (Figure 7A) to simulate the dynamical interactions among 270	

the key molecules: the PYR1 receptor, ABA-bound PYR1 (PYR1:ABA), ABI1 in complex with 271	

HOS15 (ABI1:HOS15), and OST1 (see Materials and Methods for details). In the model, in the 272	

resting non-ABA state, OST1 is bound with the ABI1:HOS15 complex and thus OST1 is kept 273	

dephosphorylated, inactive, and unstable. This interaction is interfered by the ABA signal 274	

because the ABI1:HOS15 sequestered by PYR1:ABA cannot bind to OST1 (Nishimura et al., 275	

2010). Furthermore, when ABI1:HOS15 is bound to PYR1:ABA, ABI1:HOS15 is rapidly 276	

degraded in the model as PYR1:ABA promotes the rapid degradation of ABI1 via the E3 ligases 277	

PUB12 and PUB13 (Kong et al., 2015).  278	

The desensitization response of declining OST1 level under continued ABA supply (Figure 5A 279	

and 5B) could be achieved via various regulatory feedbacks from active OST1 to PYR1, ABI1 or 280	

OST1 itself (Figure 7A). For instance, a negative regulation of PYR1:ABA by OST1 could form 281	
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a negative feedback loop leading to the consequential downregulation of OST1 later in time after 282	

the initial response to ABA. Thus, we analyzed the adaptation process in the context of all 283	

possible regulation types of OST1 by PYR1, ABI1 and OST1 (Gotoh et al., 2016; Rahi et al., 284	

2017). Specifically, we used the undetermined functions fP, fA and fO to describe the synthesis of 285	

PYR1:ABA, ABI1 and of OST1 as regulated by OST1, respectively (Gotoh et al., 2016; Figure 286	

7A). The types of each function fP, fA and fO were randomly selected among positive (+), null (0), 287	

or negative (−) regulation during the model fitting process (see Materials and Methods for 288	

details). We found 103 models (Supplemental Figure 12) that successfully simulated the 289	

observed time course of OST1 protein abundance in response to ABA (Figures 5B and 7B), and 290	

experimentally measured the decay of OST1 and ABI1 (Figure 7C-E). Interestingly, although the 291	

regulation types of fP, fA and fO were randomly chosen, the 103 successful models have a 292	

common regulation type: null regulation for fP (abundance PYR1:ABA complex) and positive 293	

regulation for both fA and fO (abundance of ABI1/2 and of OST1). Furthermore, we investigated 294	

the strength of the positive regulations by comparing the ratio between the protein synthesis 295	

regulated by OST1 and the basal synthesis of ABI1 and OST1 (fA/αA and fO /αO) (Figure 7F). 296	

Overall, ABI1 synthesis induced by OST1 is much greater than its basal synthesis, while OST1 297	

synthesis induced by OST1 did not change substantially relative to its basal synthesis. That is, 298	

the synthesis of ABI1, but not OST1, strongly depends on OST1 activity in the model (Fig 7H). 299	

Furthermore, the distribution of ABI1 half-life of the 103 models indicates that ABI1 becomes 300	

extremely stable when it is bound with OST1 (Figure 7G). Taken together, the model predicts 301	

that to simulate the observed OST1 dynamics (Figures 5B and 7B), ABI1 should be upregulated 302	

by OST1 via both enhanced synthesis and stabilization (Figure 7H). Remarkably, we 303	

experimentally confirmed the predicted up-regulation and subsequent decay of ABI1 and ABI2 304	

(Figure 7I and 7J) with a temporal kinetics that matched that of OST1 (Figures 5B and 7B). 305	

If OST1 promotes the synthesis of and stabilizes ABI1 (Figure 7H), and in turn free and active 306	

OST1 declines due to the increased binding between ABI1 and OST1, we can expect that 307	

eventually OST1-dependent de novo synthesis of ABI1 will be impaired by the negative feed-308	

back loop. However, the ABI1 level could still increase due to enhanced stability despite its 309	

reduced synthesis. This is consistent with the experimental observation that when OST1 is not 310	

released from the ABI1 dominant gain-of-function mutant abi1-1 in response to ABA, ABI1 311	
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transcript decreases but the ABI1 protein level increases (Kong et al., 2015). Furthermore, abi1-1 312	

leads to a modest reduction of OST1 transcript (Kong et al., 2015), which also appears to be 313	

consistent with the model prediction (Figure 7F). As ABI1 level strongly depends on OST1, the 314	

model simulations predict that ABI1 abundance behaves in a similar manner to OST1 level in 315	

response to the ABA signal (Figure 7I). Indeed, both ABI1 and ABI2 levels showed the same 316	

accumulation and decay kinetics of OST1 in response to ABA signal (Figure 7J), indicating the 317	

presence of a strong positive regulation of OST1 for ABI phosphatases, and in agreement with 318	

the subsequent negative feed-back loop that ABI phosphatases have over OST1 abundance. In 319	

contrast, HOS15 protein level remained the same, independent of exogenous ABA (Figure 5C). 320	

Next, we simulated the abundance time courses of key molecules to investigate the detailed 321	

molecular mechanisms underlying the OST1 dynamics under ABA signaling, eventually leading 322	

to desensitization (Figure 7K). We found that the signaling onset and desensitization process 323	

consists of mainly four phases; i) In the absence of ABA, nearly all OST1 is sequestered by 324	

ABI1:HOS15 and rapidly degrades. ii) When ABA signal begins (red triangle in Figure 7K), 325	

PYR1 and ABA rapidly interact and form a complex that sequesters ABI1:HOS15 and releases 326	

OST1 from the ABI1:OST1 complex. The released OST1 becomes phosphorylated and active, 327	

and promotes downstream gene expression, including the synthesis of ABI1. This leads to the 328	

progressive accumulation of the newly synthesized complex OST1:ABI1:HOS15. Furthermore, 329	

during this time, certain amount of ABI1:HOS15 is released from PYR1:ABA as increased level 330	

of OST1 recruits ABI1:HOS15 from PYR1:ABA. iii) When ABI1:HOS15 level is high, the 331	

effect of sequestration of ABI1:HOS15 by PYR1:ABA becomes less effective. On the other hand, 332	

as ABI1:HOS15 level increases, more OST1 is sequestered by ABI1:HOS15 and thus 333	

degradation of OST1 occurs more rapidly, which leads to the decrease of OST1. That is, the 334	

model predicts that the rapid degradation of OST1 by the increasing levels of ABI1:HOS15 335	

triggers the decay of OST1 and signal desensitization even in the presence of ABA. This is 336	

consistent with our experimental data showing that with high expression of ABI1/2, the 337	

interaction between HOS15-OST1 is still maintained even in the presence of ABA (Figure 3). 338	

And iv) As the free active OST1 level becomes low, the OST1-induced synthesis of ABI stops, 339	

and OST1 cannot prevent binding between ABI1:HOS15 and PYR1:ABA anymore, thus leading 340	
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to the rapid degradation of ABI1, the decrease of ABI1:HOS15 and the completion of the ABA 341	

desensitization process. 342	

 343	

Discussion 344	

When an environmental change is sensed, the cellular response system is switched on to react to 345	

the input, and turned off when the signal ceases to return to homeostatic conditions (Cheng et 346	

al., 2011; Seo et al., 2014). However, the 'on' response system should be modulated to remain 347	

within physiological boundaries by rheostatic mechanism to ensure that the signaling pathway 348	

operates in a graduated or quantitative manner. Also, repeated stimulation often results in 349	

desensitization. For instance, the failure to turning off the response to insulin leads to diabetes 350	

mellitus disease (Karalliedde and Gnudi, 2016). Known mechanism of desensitization are the 351	

uncoupling of receptors from associated downstream pathways, receptor endocytosis, down-352	

regulation of signaling intermediaries, and protein degradation. Here, we describe a mechanism 353	

by which reciprocal control of protein stability of key positive and negative effectors of the ABA 354	

pathway regulates signal flux and eventual desensitization. 355	

Preventing plant dehydration under water shortage is a major challenge to current and future 356	

agriculture, and thus understanding and modulation of the stress response has been a major focus 357	

of current plant biotechnology. The ABA signaling pathway is a major hormonal response 358	

system controlling seed maturation, germination, embryogenesis, plant development, senescence, 359	

water relations, and dehydration tolerance (Finkelstein et al., 2013; Irigoyen et al., 2014; Murata 360	

et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016). Although deactivation of the ABA stress response is a critical 361	

step for restoring growth after achieving adaptation, the majority of studies on dehydration stress 362	

in plants have focused on the activation mechanism of this stress signaling pathway. Upon ABA 363	

binding, the receptors PYR/PYL/RCAR interact with and sequester PP2C phosphatases that, in 364	

turn, release the SnRK2 kinases SnRK2.2, 2.3, and 2.6/OST1 that mount the adaptation response 365	

(Fujita et al., 2009; Park et al., 2009; Sirichandra et al., 2010). However, how ABA signaling is 366	

deactivated is poorly understood yet. Here, we used a combination of theoretical and 367	

experimental approaches to find that the HOS15-induced degradation of OST1 can turn off the 368	

ABA signaling pathway when ABA signal terminates or, notably, even under sustained ABA 369	

presence. This allows for the desensitization of the ABA signaling pathway and the return to 370	
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homeostatic conditions (Supplemental Figure 13). Specifically, we show that HOS15 targets 371	

SnRK2s (OST1/SnRK2.6 and SnRK2.3) for ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation, and 372	

that OST1 promotes the accumulation of ABI1/2 phosphatases that, in turn, lead to increased 373	

recruitment of OST1 by HOS15.  374	

Upon ABA synthesis, ABI1 is initially sequestered by ABA-bound PYR receptors and degraded 375	

by the E3 ligases PUB12 and PUB13 (Kong et al., 2015). Since ABI1 mediates a stronger 376	

interaction between HOS15 and OST1 (Figure 3), the ABA-induced ABI1 degradation prevents 377	

HOS15-OST1 interaction and OST1 degradation, which maximizes signal flux. That is, in the 378	

presence of ABA all inhibitory components, HOS15 and ABI1/2, are kept away from OST1 that 379	

then phosphorylates and activates downstream ABA responsive components. Although HOS15 380	

does not appear to directly target ABI1/2 for degradation, the dynamic change of HOS15-OST1 381	

interaction upon ABA signal leads to the initial increase and later decay of ABI1/2 levels after 382	

ABA treatment (Figure 7J). Our mathematical model predicts that upon ABA signal, ABI1 is 383	

degraded when bound to ABA-PYR/PYL (Kong et al., 2015), the accumulated and active OST1 384	

up-regulates ABI1 gene transcription (Figures 7F, 7H) and stabilizes the de novo ABI1 protein by 385	

inhibiting ABI1-PYR/PYL interaction (Figures7G, 7H), all of which will keep replenishing the 386	

ABI1 protein pool (Irigoyen et al., 2014; Figure 7B). In keeping with our mathematical model 387	

prediction that ABI1/2 protein levels strongly depend on OST1 (Figure 7I), we found that both 388	

ABI1 and ABI2 showed the same accumulation and decay kinetics than OST1 in response to 389	

ABA (Figure 7J). In turn, the accumulated ABI1/ABI2 recruit HOS15 to OST1, making a 390	

stronger complex that degrades OST1 and suppresses the ABA signal (Figure 3).  In summary, 391	

HOS15 plays a crucial role in regulating ABA signaling by controlling the degradation of OST1 392	

and thus keeping a balance between active and inactive state (Supplemental Figure 13). 393	

Furthermore, we have unraveled the dynamic process that enables desensitization under 394	

sustained ABA signaling to expedite the return to homeostatic conditions. The key concept is the 395	

negative feedback loop by which the positive effector OST1 up-regulates the negative effectors 396	

ABI1/ABI2 that in turn will counteract OST1/SnRK2s activity. This mechanism appears to 397	

operate rheostatically, through the reciprocal quantitative and negative regulation of positive and 398	

negative effectors in the ABA signaling pathway. 399	

The closely related kinases SnRK2.2, SnRK2.3 and SnRK2.6/OST1 are known to undergo 400	

proteasome-mediated protein degradation (Kim et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2017), and evidence is 401	
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emerging that several mechanisms selectively controlling the stability of individual SnRK2s 402	

alternative to the one defined here are likely to co-exist. For instance, the Arabidopsis protein 403	

AtPP2-B11, a component of the SCF ubiquitin E3 ligase complex, promotes the ABA-dependent 404	

ubiquitination and degradation of SnRK2.3, but not the closely related proteins SnRK2.2 and 405	

SnRK2.6/OST1 (Cheng et al., 2017). Accordingly, AtPP2-B11 expression was induced by ABA 406	

and atpp2-b11 mutant plants were hypersensitive to ABA at early seedling development. On the 407	

other hand, activation of SnRK2s by osmotic stress and ABA is probably mediated by distinctive 408	

mechanisms involving two separate domains in their C-termini: the SnRK2-box required for the 409	

activation by osmotic stress, and the ABA-box involved in ABA-dependent responses. The 410	

ABA-box is the docking site for PP2Cs (Hirayama and Shinozaki, 2007). CASEIN KINASE 2 411	

(CK2) phosphorylates four serines at the ABA-box of the maize ZmOST1 and this results in 412	

enhanced binding of ZmABI1 and degradation of ZmOST1 by the proteaosome (Vilela et al., 413	

2015). This process resembles our conclusion that the Arabidopsis OST1 is targeted for 414	

degradation by HOS15 upon binding of ABI1/ABI2, but with distinctive differences. First, we 415	

have shown that the inactive OST1 mutant S175A that cannot auto-phosphorylate is the 416	

preferred substrate for HOS15, whereas the CK2-phosphorylated ZmOST1 is the target for 417	

proteolysis. Therefore, the DCAF protein recognizing ZmOST1 phosphorylated at the C-terminal 418	

ABA-box, that remains to be identified, might not be HOS15 that specifically targets the non-419	

phosphorylated activation-loop in the catalytic domain of OST1. Moreover, the ABA-box 420	

ZmOST1 has homology to the PEST motifs that can regulate the intrinsic stability of the protein 421	

by its phosphorylation status. This PEST-like motif is conserved in SnRK2.2 and SnRK2.3 of 422	

Arabidopsis, but not in SnRK2.6/OST1 (Vilela et al., 2015). Secondly, CK2 appears to be an 423	

enhancing factor of ABA signaling since ck2 mutants are hyposensitive to ABA in seed 424	

germination and stomatal opening (Mulekar et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014), which is at odds 425	

with CK2 being a negative regulator of OST1 protein stability. In this regard, is also worth 426	

noting that the hos15-2 mutant is hypersensitive to freezing (Park et al., 2018), despite the fact 427	

that OST1 is a positive regulator of freezing tolerance that phosphorylates ICE1, thereby 428	

enhancing ICE1 stability and transcriptional activity (Ding et al., 2015 and 2018). Therefore, 429	

stabilized OST1 in the hos15-2 mutant would be expected to convey freezing tolerance instead of 430	

sensitivity. This discrepancy could be related to the multi-layered operating range of HOS15 and 431	

the relative hierarchical importance of the various stress-response processes in which HOS15 432	
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participates. We have shown previously that HOS15 plays a key role on chromatin remodeling 433	

during cold acclimation (Park et al., 2018). Specifically, we showed that HOS15 interacts with 434	

HISTONE DEACETYLASE 2C (HD2C) in the promoters of cold-responsive COR genes. Cold-435	

induced HD2C degradation was mediated by HOS15 and this switched the COR chromatin to an 436	

open conformation that primed COR gene promoters to become transcriptionally active, 437	

facilitated the recruitment of CBFs, and the acquisition of cold tolerance. Apparently, the 438	

positive effect on HOS15 on COR genes expression overcomes the presumed limitation imposed 439	

by reduced activation of ICE1 in the hos15-2 mutant. Whether ICE1 activity is compromised or 440	

not in the hos15-2 mutant and this relates to cold tolerance deserves further investigation. 441	

Several members of the PYR/PYL/RCAR family of ABA receptors are specifically recognized 442	

by different E3 ubiquitin ligases and targeted for degradation through proteasome action 443	

(Irigoyen et al., 2014). However, ABA binding attenuates proteasomal degradation of PYL8, 444	

suggesting that ABA not only activates the receptors (Zhao et al., 2016) but may also protect 445	

them from degradation, thus allowing ABA signaling to proceed. And yet, degradation of ABA 446	

receptors should occur when stress conditions disappear and ABA levels decline, as a way of 447	

deactivate the pathway. This could be achieved by preferential degradation of the complex 448	

formed by the ABA-loaded receptors and the PP2C phosphatases. Indeed, Kong et al, (2015) 449	

have shown that two E3 ligases, PUB12 and PUB13, interact with ABI1 but they promote 450	

ubiquitination and degradation of ABI1 only when bound to PYLs. However, information is 451	

lacking on how the signal relay initiated by the release and activation of SnRK2s is turned-off in 452	

a post-ABA situation. Our results illustrate that an analogous process contributes to terminate the 453	

branch of ABA signaling relayed by the released SnRK2s.  454	

In summary, our findings provide novel insights about the mechanisms that enable both the 455	

termination of the ABA signaling by promotion of the degradation of critical SnRK2 kinases, as 456	

well as a dynamic interplay between positive (OST1/SnRK2.6) (Fujii et al., 2009) and negative 457	

(ABI1/ABI2) (Merlot et al., 2009) intermediaries that underpin signal desensitization and early 458	

restoration of physiological homeostasis. Understanding how HOS15 is activated to trigger 459	

OST1 destabilization and how ABI1/ABI2 stabilizes HOS15-OST1 complex formation represent 460	

major goals for future studies. 461	

  462	
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Material and Methods 463	

 464	

Plant materials and growth conditions, 465	

Seeds of wild-type and mutant Arabidopsis lines used in this study were derived from the 466	

Columbia (Col) ecotype. Mutant seeds of hos15-2 (T-DNA insertion mutant, Gk_785B10) were 467	

obtained from NASC (http://arabidopsis.info/).The T-DNA is inserted in the tenth intron of 468	

HOS15 and the homozygous mutants were identified by PCR using HOS15 gene-specific and T-469	

DNA border primers, listed in Table S1 (Figure S1A). RT-PCR analysis with primers listed in 470	

Table S2, verified that there is no transcript of HOS15 in hos15-2 mutant (Figure S1B). ost1-3 471	

and pSUPER::OST1-MYC #4/10 seeds were kindly provided by Prof. Shuhua Yang (Ding et al., 472	

2015) that were crossed with hos15-2. Seeds were surface-sterilized and germinated on 1/2 MS 473	

medium supplemented with 0.25% phytagel (horizontal MS plates) or 1.2% agar (vertical MS 474	

plates) and 2% sucrose. Plants were grown at 23°C under long-day conditions (16-h light/8-h 475	

dark photoperiod, fluence rate of 80-100 µmol m-2 s-1) in a controlled culture room. 476	

 477	

Vector construction and generation of transgenic plants 478	

For generation of complementation lines pHOS15::HOS15/hos15-2, the coding sequence of 479	

HOS15 was fused with 2.2 kb upstream promoter region of HOS15 and cloned in pDONRTM/Zeo 480	

GATEWAY vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). This entry vector was further subcloned in 481	

destination vector pEarlyGate 301 and transformed into hos15-2 mutant plants using 482	

Agrobacterium mediated flower-dipping method. For generation of OST1-HA, ABI1-HA and 483	

ABI2-HA transgenic plants, coding sequence of the above mentioned genes were cloned in the 484	

pDONRTM/Zeo GATEWAY vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and further sub cloned in 485	

destination vector, pGWB14, and transformed into Col-0 or hos15-2 plants using agrobacterium 486	

mediated flower-dipping method as shown earlier (Ali et al., 2018). Primers used for cloning are 487	

listed in Table S1. 488	

 489	

Germination and root growth assay 490	

For phenotypic analysis in the presence of ABA, the MS medium was supplemented with 1% 491	

sucrose and different concentrations of ABA. Seeds were surface-sterilized and then plated (four 492	
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plates per treatment). The plates with seeds were stratified at 4oC for 2-days and then transferred 493	

to a chamber at 22oC. Germination rates or radicle emergence was counted after 3-days. For the 494	

root growth assay, seeds were plated on the MS medium (vertical plates) and after 7-days 495	

photographed, and root growth was measured. 496	

 497	

Drought stress and water loss assays 498	

Analyses of drought tolerance and water loss were performed as described previously (Yoshida 499	

et al., 2010). Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, Cl #1 and Cl #2 were surface sterilized and germinated on 500	

1/2MS medium for 1-week, and then transferred to soil. Drought tolerance assay of 3-week-old 501	

Col-0, hos15-2, Cl #1 and Cl #2 plants was performed by withholding water for 14-days and 502	

subsequently re-watering. Photographs were taken 2-day after re-watering. For water loss assay, 503	

2-week-old 1/2MS grown seedlings of the indicated lines were dried in the clean bench over 504	

tissue papers and samples were taken. Fresh weights were measured at the indicated time points. 505	

Measurement of stomatal aperture  506	

Leaves of 12-day-old seedlings were floated on stomatal opening buffer (5 mM MES, 5 mM KCl, 507	

50 µM CaCl2, pH5.6) under light for 3h. After 5 µM ABA treatment for 1h, leaves were 508	

fragmented in a warning blender. Samples were rinsed with pure water three times for 10 min 509	

each. Washed samples were incubated overnight in the secondary fixative solution, 2% OsO4, in 510	

the dark at 4℃. After fixation, OsO4 was removed by washing the samples three times for 10 min 511	

each. And then, samples were dehydrated chemically for embedding in a series of EtOH 512	

solutions, 20%, 50%, 70%, 90% and finally 100% EtOH sequentially for 40-min each. 513	

Epidermal fragments were quickly mounted for scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JSM-514	

6380LV; JEOL, Eching b. München, Germany) assay. Each experiment was replicated three 515	

times. Stomatal aperture was determined from measurements of 50 to 80 stomata per treatment. 516	

RNA isolation, expression analysis 517	

Total RNAs (2 µg) extracted from seedlings using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Maryland, 518	

USA) and treated with DNase (SIGMA Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO, USA) were used for the 519	

synthesis of first-strand cDNA using the ThermoscriptTM RT-PCR System (Invitrogen, Paisley, 520	
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UK). PCR amplification was performed using e-Taq DNA polymerase (Solgent, Daejeon, South 521	

Korea). Primers used in RT-PCR or real-time PCR are listed in Table S2. The conditions of real-522	

time PCR were as follows: 95°C for 5 min, 45 cycles of 95°C for 10-sec and 60°C for 30-sec, 523	

followed by 95°C for 10-sec, 65°C for 5-sec, and 95°C for 5-sec. 524	

ABA content analysis 525	

ABA content analyses in plants were carried out as described earlier (Zhang et al., 2008), with 526	

minor modifications. Seeds were surface sterilized and grown for 10-days on Murashige and 527	

Skoog media. 6 to 10 seedlings from MS plates were put into empty plates (plant culture dish) 528	

for dehydration stress at room temperature for indicated time, and ABA contents were analyzed 529	

as shown before (Zhang et al., 2008). 530	

 531	

Bimolecular fluorescence complementation and tobacco infiltration 532	

Full-length ORF sequences for HOS15, OST1, ABI1/2, PYR1, SnRK2.2/2.3, CUL4 and DDB1 533	

were amplified with the primers listed in Table S1, to generate entry vectors in the 534	

pDONRTM/Zeo vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). These entry vectors were further sub 535	

cloned in destination vectors differentially for both BiFC and IP assays. For BiFC experiments, 536	

HOS15 was fused in-frame to N- fragment of the eYFP fluorescent protein in the pDEST-537	

VYNEGW vector, whereas OST1, ABI1/2 and PYR1 were fused to C-fragment of the eYFP 538	

fluorescent protein in the pDEST-VYCEGW vector. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV 3101 539	

was transformed with the constructs. Agrobacterium grew in LB medium supplemented with 10 540	

mM MES, 20 µM acetosyringone, and the appropriate antibiotics (dependent on the constructs 541	

used for transfection) and culture media were washed with infiltration solution (10 mM MgCl2, 542	

10 mM MES, and 100 µM acetosyringone) twice to limit the toxicity of the antibiotics. 543	

Agrobacterium cells transformed with p19 silencing plasmid were included. For co-infiltration, 544	

each Agrobacterium culture was adjusted to OD600 0.3 in final infiltration solution. The 545	

infiltrated leaves of 4-week-old Tobacco plants were incubated for 48-72 h, then fluorescence 546	

was detected using a confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus FV1000; Tokyo, Japan). 547	

Immunoblot analysis and immunoprecipitation 548	
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Arabidopsis seedlings either treated or untreated with ABA, CHX or MG132, were used for 549	

western blot assays. Protein was extracted as described and immunoblot analysis was carried out 550	

using rat α-HA for HA-tagged lines while mouse α-MYC was used for MYC-tagged lines. 551	

Rabbit α-HOS15 and Rabbit α-OST1 were used to detect HOS15 and OST1 respectively. 552	

Immunoprecipitation was performed using MYC-tagged pSUPER::OST1 Arabidopsis plants, 553	

total protein were extracted and pulled-down with α-MYC, followed by immunobloting with α-554	

HOS15 or α-MYC. Each immunoblot was incubated with the appropriate primary antibody (α-555	

HOS15 antibody, 1:5000; α-MYC antibody, 1:1000, α-HA antibody, 1:1000 or α-OST1 antibody, 556	

1:2000) for 2h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. The membranes were developed using 557	

peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody 1:2000 for α-mouse IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 558	

Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and 1:4000 for α-rabbit antibody (GE, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, 559	

UK). For immunoprecipitation studies in tobacco transient assay, leaves were co-infiltrated with 560	

GFP-HOS15 and HA-tagged OST1, ABI1/2, PYR1, SnRK2.2/2.3, CUL4 or DDB1. After 3days, 561	

total protein was extracted and pulled-down with α-GFP, followed by immunobloting with α-HA 562	

or α-GFP. Each immunoblot was incubated with the appropriate primary antibody (α-HA 563	

antibody, 1:2000; α-GFP antibody, 1:5000; α-MYC antibody, 1:1000) for 2h at room 564	

temperature or overnight at 4°C. The membranes were developed using peroxidase-conjugated 565	

secondary antibody, 1:1000 for α-rat IgG (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and 1:4000 for α-rabbit 566	

antibody (GE, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, UK). 567	

Yeast two-hybrid 568	

The full-length HOS15 CDS was cloned in the Gateway entry vector pDONRTM/Zeo and then 569	

sub-cloned in the yeast two-hybrid activation domain vector pDEST22. The target proteins were 570	

initially cloned in pDONRTM/Zeo and then sub-cloned in BD domain containing vector 571	

pDEST32. Primers used for cloning are listed in Table S1. These plasmids were transformed into 572	

the yeast strain PJ694A. Three independent transformants with the HOS15 construct were tested 573	

for interaction with the indicated proteins. Empty vectors were used as negative control. 574	

Mathematical model description 575	

We used a mathematical model to investigate molecular mechanisms underlying the adaptation 576	

of OST1 in response to ABA signal (Figure 5A): 577	
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 578	

 (1) 

Here PT, [P], [A], [AP], [O], and [OA] represent the concentration of the total PYR1, PYR1:ABA, 579	

ABI1:HOS15, PYR1:ABA:ABI1:HOS15, OST1, and OST1:ABI1:HOS15. In the model, in 580	

response to ABA signal, free PYR1 (PT -[P]-[PH]) rapidly forms the complex PYR1:ABA with 581	

the rate of αP. Then, the PYR1:ABA sequesters ABI1:HOS15 complex and promotes the rapid 582	

degradation of ABI1:HOS15 as reported earlier (Kong et al., 2015). ABI1:HOS15 complex, 583	

which is not sequestered by PYR1:ABA, can bind with OST1 and promotes the rapid 584	

degradation of OST1 as shown in our experiment (Figures 4 and 5). In the model 585	

OST1:ABI1:HOS15 cannot bind with PYR1:ABA matching experimental data (Nishimura et al., 586	

2010). The functions fP,  fA and fO describe the mode by which OST1 regulates synthesis of 587	

ABA:PYR1, ABI1:HOS15 and OST1, respectively. Specifically, the function fi can have one of 588	

the three forms as described before (Gotoh et al., 2016); 589	

 590	

,    or , (2) 

That represent positive regulation, negative regulation, or no-regulation, respectively, via OST1.  591	

In our experiment, exogenous ABA (100 µM) is given, and thus ABA is redundant and nearly 592	

constant. Thus rather than explicitly including the ABA in the model, we implicitly model the 593	

formation of ABA:PYR1 with the rate of αP. In the absence of ABA, the αP is set to zero. 594	

Furthermore, HOS15 does not interact with PYR and weakly binds with OST1 without ABI1 595	

(Figures2 and 3). That is, HOS15 alone has negligible interactions with PYR1 and OST1. 596	

Therefore, HOS15 alone is not included in the model, but only ABI1:HOS15 complex, which 597	

d[P]
dt

= (αP + fP ([O]))(PT −[P]−[AP])− k f1[P][A]+ kb1[AP]+βAP[AP]

d[A]
dt

=αA + fA ([O])− k f1[P][A]+ kb1[AP]− k f2 [O][A]+ kb2 [OA]+βOA[OA]−βA[A]

d[AP]
dt

= k f1[P][A]− kb1[AP]−βAP[AP]

d[O]
dt

=αO + fO ([O])− k f2 [O][A]+ kb2 [OA]−βO[O]+βAO[OA]

d[OA]
dt

= k f2 [O][A]− kb2 [OA]−βOA[OA]−βAO[OA]

fi ([X]) =
αimax[X]
Ki +[X]

, fi ([X]) =
αimaxKi

Ki +[X]
fi ([X]) =αimax
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has active interactions with PYR1 and OST1, is considered in the model for the simplicity. 598	

Furthermore, since HOS15 level is nearly constant (Figure 5C), the change of ABI:HOS15 599	

complex concentration is mainly due to the change of ABI concentration. Thus, the synthesis rate 600	

and degradation rate of ABI1:HOS15 in the model mainly reflects the synthesis and degradation 601	

rate of ABI1. Finally, concentration units are rescaled with PT, so that PT becomes 1 and [P], [A], 602	

[AP], [O], and [OA] represent the relative concentration compared to PT. That is, all variables 603	

become dimensionless.  604	

Model selection and parameter estimation  605	

The model has 16 parameters (see Table S3 for details). One parameter is experimentally 606	

measured. The range of 4 parameters can be estimated from the literature and our experiments. 607	

Eleven parameters are completely unknown. To estimate these parameters, we use a simulated 608	

annealing method (a global stochastic parameter search algorithm). 609	

Step1: Selection for the type of fP, fA and fO

 610	

The types of fP, fA and fO are randomly selected among three equations described in Eq. (2). Thus, 611	

in total 27 possible regulatory types with various strengths are possible.   612	

Step2: Initial parameter selection
 613	

Initial parameters of αP, kf1, and kf2are randomly sampled from 10X, where X has a uniform 614	

distribution between 0 and 2. Other initial parameters are randomly sampled from 10X, where X 615	

has a uniform distribution between -1 and 1. If there is an initial parameter, which does not 616	

satisfy the constraint given in Table S3, the initial parameter is resampled.  617	

Step3: Parameter calibration
 618	

By using simulated annealing method with the initial parameter set obtained at the step 2, we 619	

calibrated the parameters with which model could simulate the OST1 timecourse data in 620	

response to ABA signal (Figure 5) and experimentally measured decay of OST1 (Figure 5) and 621	

ABI1 (Kong et al., 2015). Specifically, we used the simulated annealing method to find the 622	

parameter leading to the low value of the following cost function:  623	

 624	
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 (3) 

Here,  and  are simulated and experimentally measured total 625	

OST1 concentration, respectively, after 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, 16, and 24h with ABA signal. The 626	

second term in the cost function is included to make sure the peak of simulated OST1 occurs at 627	

4h in consistent with the experimental data. Furthermore, to incorporate experimentally 628	

measured decay of OST1 and ABI with CHX into the model, the decays of OST1 and ABI are 629	

simulated by setting the synthesis rates of OST1 and ABI to zero. FOST1 is the remained fraction 630	

of total OST1 in the absence of ABA after 4h of CHX treatment, which is supposed to be ~0.4 631	

(Figure 6F).  FABI is the remained fraction of total ABI in the absence of ABA after 3hr of CHX 632	

treatment, which is supposed to be ~0.5 (Kong et al., 2015). FABI_ABA is the remained fraction of 633	

total ABI in the presence of ABA after 1hr of CHX treatment, which is supposed to be ~0.524. 634	

Step 1 to step 3 are repeated until 103 parameter sets are achieved, with which the cost function is 
635	

less than 0.2. The 103 parameter sets are described in the Figure S12 .  
636	

Analysis of regulation type 637	

After getting the 103 successful models, we tested whether the randomly chosen regulation types 
638	

are essential by chaning each regulation type to the null. For instance, a successful model has the 
639	

low error when fP, fA and fO have negative, positive and positive type of functions in Eq. (2). 
640	

After chaning the negative type of fP to the null type, if the cost function is still lower than 0.2, 
641	

we concluded that the negative type of fP is not essential. On the other hand, converting the 
642	

positive type of fA to the null type leads to the large error, we concluded that the positive type of 
643	

fA is essential. Throughout the this process, we found that all 103 models have the common 
644	

regulation type: fP, fA and fO are null, positive and positive types. 
645	

 
646	
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FIGURE LEGENDS 809	

Figure 1. hos15-2 plants are highly tolerant to drought stress. 810	

(A) HOS15 loss-of-function mutant plants tolerate dehydration stress. Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, 811	

and complementation lines CL #1 and CL #2 were germinated on 1/2MS medium for 1-week, 812	

and transferred to soil. Drought tolerance assay of 3-week-old Col-0, hos15-2, CL #1 and CL #2 813	

plants was performed by withholding water for 14 d and subsequently re-watered. Photographs 814	

were taken 2-days after re-watering. (B) Survival rate of 10 pots (as shown in A) of each of the 815	

indicated lines after drought test. Each test was replicated three times. Error bars represent SE 816	

(n=3 independent biological repeats). Significant difference was determined by Student t-test (*, 817	

p<0.01), compared with the corresponding Col-0 plants. (C) hos15-2 plants show reduced water 818	

loss compare to wild type and complemented lines. Two week-old 1/2MS grown seedlings of the 819	

indicated lines were dried over tissue papers, and samples were taken at the indicated time points. 820	

Error bars represent SE. Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test (*, p<0.01). 821	

(D) hos15-2mutation enhances ABA-induced stomatal closure. Seedlings of Col-0, hos15-2, CL 822	

#1 and CL #2 were exposed to 2 h ABA (5µM) treatment in 1/2MS medium. Epidermal peels 823	

from Col-0, hos15-2, CL #1 and CL #2 were measured for stomatal aperture in control condition 824	

and in response to ABA (yellow arrows indicate stomata). (E) Quantitative analysis of (D) using 825	

Image J 1.47V software. At least 10 stomata from three different plants of each genotype were 826	

used to measure stomatal aperture (width/length). Error bars represent SE. Significant difference 827	

was determined by a Student’s t-test (*, p< 0.01).  828	

Figure 2. HOS15 interacts with ABA-signaling components in planta.  829	

(A) HOS15 interacts with OST1 and ABI1/2 but not with PYR1 in BiFC assay. Tobacco leaf 830	

epidermal cells co-expressing HOS15-VN and OST1-VC, HOS15-VN and PYR1-VC, HOS15-831	

VN and ABI1-VC, or HOS15-VN and ABI2-VC fusion proteins were analyzed by confocal 832	

microscopy. (B) The interaction of HOS15 with OST1 is inhibited by ABA. HOS15 was pulled 833	

down from total protein extracted from 7-days old Arabidopsis seedlings of Col-0, hos15-2 and 834	

OST1-MYC (pSUPER::OST1-MYC#4) with HOS15-antibody. OST1-MYC was detected using 835	

anti-MYC, indicating the association of HOS15 with OST1. Addition of 100 µM ABA for 4 h 836	

diminished the HOS15/OST1 complex. (C-F) HOS15 interacts with OST1 (C), ABI1 (D), and 837	
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ABI2 (E), but not withPYR1 (F). (C) In the presence of ABA, HOS15-OST1 interaction is 838	

reduced. HOS15-GFP and OST1-HA proteins were transiently co-expressed in tobacco. Plants 839	

were treated or not with 100 µM ABA for 4 h. Total protein were extracted and HOS15 pulled 840	

down with GFP antibodies. Anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies were used for immunoblotting. (D), 841	

(E) and (F) HOS15-ABI1 or HOS15-ABI2 interaction are independent of ABA, while the 842	

presence of ABA promoted a weak HOS15-PYR1 interaction. Co-IP of HOS15-GFP and HA-843	

tagged ABI1, ABI2 and PYR1 was done as in (C). Asterisk in (F) shows weak interaction of 844	

HOS15 and PYR1 in the presence of ABA. 845	

Figure 3. ABI1 and ABI2 stabilize the HOS15-OST1 complex.  846	

(A-D) The HOS15-OST1 complex is impaired by exogenous ABA while addition of ABI1 (A) 847	

or ABI2 (B) stabilizes this complex independently of ABA. HOS15-GFP and OST1-HA proteins 848	

were transiently co-expressed in tobacco with or without additional co-expression of ABI1 (A) 849	

or ABI2 (B). Plants were treated with 100 µM ABA for 4 h. Total protein was extracted and 850	

pulled-down with GFP antibodies. Anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies were used for immuno-851	

blotting. (C) and (D) Quantified band intensities of OST1 and HOS15 interaction in (A) and (B), 852	

respectively. Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent experiments). Significant difference was 853	

determined by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value <0.05 (*). (E) Interaction of HOS15 and 854	

OST1S175A in the presence and absence of ABA. HOS15-GFP was co-expressed in tobacco with 855	

wild-type OST1-HA or non-phosphorylable mutant S175A, and with and without ABA. 856	

Treatment and sample processing was as in (A-B). (F) Relative band intensity of OST1 and 857	

HOS15 interaction in (E). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent biological repeats). 858	

Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value <0.05 (*). 859	

Figure 4. OST1 protein is highly accumulated in hos15-2 plants.  860	

(A) OST1 protein is degraded by 26S proteasome in a HOS15 dependent manner. Seven-days 861	

old Arabidopsis seedlings of HA-tagged OST1 in Col-0 (#4) or hos15-2 (#2) background, grown 862	

on 1/2MS media in a long-day chamber, were treated with liquid MS medium supplemented or 863	

not with CHX (100 µM) and MG132 (50 µM) for 4 h. After treatment seedlings were grinded in 864	

liquid nitrogen and proteins were extracted. Western-blot was carried out using anti-HA or anti-865	

HOS15 antibodies.  866	

(B) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (A). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent 867	

biological repeats). Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value 868	
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<0.05 (*). (C) 10-d-old seedlings were treated with 100 µΜ CHX, or CHX plus 50 µΜ MG132 869	

for 8 hrs. Seedlings were then grounded in liquid nitrogen and western blot was carried out with 870	

anti-OST1 or anti-HOS15 antibodies. In the wild type OST1 degrades very rapidly, while in 871	

hos15-1plants OST1 was stable upto 8 hrs.(D) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (C). 872	

Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent experiments). Significant difference was determined 873	

by Student’s t-test, with a p-value of p<0.05 (*). (E) Increase in HOS15 protein level greatly 874	

reduces OST1 level. HA-tagged OST1 protein were transiently expressed in tobacco together 875	

with HOS15-HA. Concentration of Agrobacterium cells carrying OST1-HA construct was kept 876	

constant (OD600-0.5), while that of cells delivering HOS15-HA was increased gradually from 0.1 877	

to 0.5. (F) Band intensity of OST1/HOS15 proteins in (E). OST1 protein level gradually declines 878	

when HOS15 concentration was increased. 879	

Figure. 5. OST1 protein is stabilized by ABA. 880	

(A) The OST1 protein level dramatically increases in response to ABA and then after 6h rapidly 881	

decreases. Seven-day old seedlings of HA-tagged OST1-OX (transgenic lines #4, #8 and #9) 882	

were treated with 100 µM of ABA for the indicated amount of time. Proteins were extracted and 883	

probed with anti-HA antibodies. CBB is the stained membrane of OST1-HA #4 after tranfer. (B) 884	

Average band intensity of immuno-detected OST1-HA protein in (A). (C) HOS15 protein level 885	

is independent of exogenous ABA. Seedlings of Col-0 (Columbia-0) were treated as in (A) and 886	

total protein was probed with anti-HOS15 antibodies. (D) OST1 reduces very rapidly in wild 887	

type (Col-0) but not in hos15-2 background. Seven-day old seedlings of OST1-HA/Col-0 #4 and 888	

OST1-HA/hos15-2 #2 were treated with 100 µM of ABA for the indicated amount of time; 889	

proteins extracted were probed with anti-HA antibodies. (E) Relative band intensity of OST1-890	

HA protein in (D), with signal level of OST1 in Col-0 set to 1, error bars represent SE. 891	

Significant differences were determined by a Student’s t-test (*, P<0.05). (F) HOS15-induced 892	

OST1 degradation is critical for desensitization when the ABA signal ceased. Seven-days old 893	

seedlings of indicated lines were treated with ABA (100 µM) for 4 h prior washing with MS 894	

liquid media 4-times (0 h indicates 4h ABA treated seedlings). After removal of ABA, seedlings 895	

were treated with 100 µM CHX (for 2 h or 4 h) and 50 µM MG132 (for 4 h). Proteins were 896	

extracted and the western blot was carried out using anti-HA or anti-HOS15 antibodies. (G) 897	

Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (F). Error bars representing SE (n=3 independent 898	
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experiments). Significant differences were determined by a Student’s t-test (*, P<0.05; **, 899	

P<0.005). Black and white bars represent OST1 protein Col-0 and hos15-2 respectively. 900	

Figure 6. Mutation ost1-3 is epistatic to hos15-2. 901	

(A) The ost1 mutation suppresses the ABA sensitive phenotype of hos15-2. Seeds of Col-0, 902	

hos15-2, ost1-3 and the double mutant hos15/ost1 were germinated on1/2MS medium with the 903	

indicated supplement of ABA. Photographs were taken 5-days after germination. (B) Radicle 904	

emergence was counted after 4 days, with error bars representing SE (n=3 independent 905	

experiments were done, each with three replicates). Significant difference was determined by a 906	

Student’s t-test with a P-value <0.05 (*). (C) Double mutant of hos15/ost1 lack the ability to 907	

tolerate drought stress. Three-week-old plants of genotypes Col-0, hos15-2, ost1-3 and hos15-908	

2/ost1-3 were submitted to drought tolerance assay by withholding water for 14 days and 909	

subsequent re-watering. Photographs were taken 2-days after re-watering. 910	

Figure 7. Mathematical modeling predicts a mechanism underlying the OST1 adaptation.  911	

(A) Diagram of the mathematical model. When the phosphorylated OST1 is bound to 912	

ABI1:HOS15, OST1 is dephosphorylated and unstable. This interaction is reduced with ABA 913	

signal because the ABA-loaded receptor PYR1:ABA sequesters ABI1:HOS15, which prevents 914	

the association with OST1. Furthermore, the activated PYR1:ABA promotes the rapid 915	

degradation of ABI1:HOS15. We used the undetermined functions fP, fA and fO to describe the 916	

synthesis of PYR1:ABA, ABI and OST1 regulated by OST1, respectively. The type of functions 917	

are randomly selected among positive, none, and negative type of regulations throughout the 918	

parameter fitting. (B) Simulated trajectories of total OST1 level in response to the ABA 919	

treatment at time 0h using the 103 successful models are consistent with experimental data (Blue 920	

dots). Here, OST1 concentrations are normalized by the initial total OST1 level. (C-E) The 921	

remained fractions of total OST1 after 4h of CHX treatment in the absence of ABA (C), total 922	

ABI after 3h of CHX treatment in the absence of ABA (D) total ABI after 1hr of CHX treatment 923	

in the presence of ABA (E) are simulated using the 103 models. These are consistent with the 924	

experimental measurements (blue triangles). (F) The magnitude of the positive regulation for the 925	

production of ABI1 and OST1 by active OST1 in the 103 models are investigated. The ratio 926	

between maximal production rate of ABI1 induced by OST1 and basal production rate of ABI1 927	

is much greater (left) than the ratio between maximal production rate of OST1 induced by OST1 928	
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and basal production rate of OST1 (right). (G) The distributions of ABI1 half-life when ABI is a 929	

monomer, a heterodimer with PYR1 and a heterodimer with OST1 in the 103 models. The right 930	

skewed distribution of ABI1:OST1 half-life indicates that ABI1 becomes stable when it binds 931	

with the OST1. (H) The model predicts that the positive regulation of ABI1 level by OST1 via 932	

enhanced ABI synthesis and stabilization of ABI1 are required to simulate the OST1 adaptation 933	

in response to ABA. (I) The 103 models predict that the trajectories of the ABI1 in response to 934	

ABA signal are similar to those of OST1 (B). (J) The model prediction of ABA-induced ABI1/2 935	

synthesis was confirmed experimentally. (K) Detailed molecular mechanisms underlying the 936	

OST1 adaptation to ABA signaling. The simulated trajectories of key molecules with an 937	

exemplary model predict that the OST1 adaptation process consists of four phases. 938	

 939	
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(A) HOS15 loss-of-function mutant plants tolerate dehydration stress. Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, 943	

and complementation lines CL #1 and CL #2 were germinated on 1/2MS medium for 1-week, 944	

and transferred to soil. Drought tolerance assay of 3-week-old Col-0, hos15-2, CL #1 and CL #2 945	

plants was performed by withholding water for 14 d and subsequently re-watered. Photographs 946	

were taken 2-days after re-watering.  947	

(B) Survival rate of 10 pots (as shown in A) of each of the indicated lines after drought test. Each 948	

test was replicated three times. Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent biological repeats). 949	

Significant difference was determined by Student t-test (*, p<0.01), compared with the 950	

corresponding Col-0 plants.  951	

(C) hos15-2 plants show reduced water loss compare to wild type and complemented lines. Two 952	

week-old 1/2MS grown seedlings of the indicated lines were dried over tissue papers, and 953	

samples were taken at the indicated time points. Error bars represent SE. Significant difference 954	

was determined by a Student’s t-test (*, p<0.01). 955	

(D) hos15-2mutation enhances ABA-induced stomatal closure. Seedlings of Col-0, hos15-2, CL 956	

#1 and CL #2 were exposed to 2 h ABA (5µM) treatment in 1/2MS medium. Epidermal peels 957	

from Col-0, hos15-2, CL #1 and CL #2 were measured for stomatal aperture in control condition 958	

and in response to ABA (yellow arrows indicate stomata). 959	

(E) Quantitative analysis of (D) using Image J 1.47V software. At least 10 stomata from three 960	

different plants of each genotype were used to measure stomatal aperture (width/length). Error 961	

bars represent SE. Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test (*, p< 0.01).  962	

  963	
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 964	

 965	

Figure 2. HOS15 interacts with ABA-signaling components in planta.  966	

(A) HOS15 interacts with OST1 and ABI1/2 but not with PYR1 in BiFC assay. Tobacco leaf 967	

epidermal cells co-expressing HOS15-VN and OST1-VC, HOS15-VN and PYR1-VC, HOS15-968	

VN and ABI1-VC, or HOS15-VN and ABI2-VC fusion proteins were analyzed by confocal 969	

microscopy.  970	

(B) The interaction of HOS15 with OST1 is inhibited by ABA. HOS15 was pulled down from 971	

total protein extracted from 7-days old Arabidopsis seedlings of Col-0, hos15-2 and OST1-MYC 972	

(pSUPER::OST1-MYC#4) with HOS15-antibody. OST1-MYC was detected using anti-MYC, 973	

indicating the association of HOS15 with OST1. Addition of100µM ABA for 4 h diminished the 974	

HOS15/OST1 complex.  975	

(C-F) HOS15 interacts with OST1 (C), ABI1 (D), and ABI2 (E), but not with PYR1 (F).  976	
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(C)In the presence of ABA, HOS15-OST1 interaction is reduced. HOS15-GFP and OST1-HA 977	

proteins were transiently co-expressed in tobacco. Plants were treated or not with 100 µM ABA 978	

for 4 h. Total protein were extracted and HOS15 pulled down with GFP antibodies. Anti-GFP 979	

and anti-HA antibodies were used for immunoblotting. 980	

(D), (E) and (F) HOS15-ABI1 or HOS15-ABI2 interaction are independent of ABA, while the 981	

presence of ABA promoted a weak HOS15-PYR1 interaction. Co-IP of HOS15-GFP and HA-982	

tagged ABI1, ABI2 and PYR1 was done as in (C). Asterisk in (F) shows weak interaction of 983	

HOS15 and PYR1 in the presence of ABA. 984	

 985	

  986	
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 987	

 988	

Figure 3. ABI1 and ABI2 stabilize the HOS15-OST1 complex.  989	

(A-D) The HOS15-OST1 complex is impaired by exogenous ABA while addition of ABI1 (A) 990	

or ABI2 (B) stabilizes this complex independently of ABA. HOS15-GFP and OST1-HA proteins 991	

were transiently co-expressed in tobacco with or without additional co-expression of ABI1 (A) 992	

or ABI2 (B). Plants were treated with 100 µM ABA for 4 h. Total protein was extracted and 993	

pulled-down with GFP antibodies. Anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies were used for immuno-994	

blotting.  995	

(C) and (D) Quantified band intensities of OST1 and HOS15 interaction in (A) and (B), 996	

respectively. Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent experiments). Significant difference was 997	

determined by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value <0.05 (*). 998	
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(E) Interaction of HOS15 and OST1S175A in the presence and absence of ABA. HOS15-GFP was 999	

co-expressed in tobacco with wild-type OST1-HA or non-phosphorylable mutant S175A, and 1000	

with and without ABA. Treatment and sample processing was as in (A-B).  1001	

(F) Relative band intensity of OST1 and HOS15 interaction in (E). Error bars represent SE (n=3 1002	

independent biological repeats). Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test, with 1003	

a P-value <0.05 (*). 1004	

 1005	

  1006	
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 1007	

Figure 4. OST1 protein is highly accumulated in hos15-2 plants.  1008	

(A) OST1 protein is degraded by 26S proteasome in a HOS15 dependent manner. Seven-days 1009	

old Arabidopsis seedlings of HA-tagged OST1 in Col-0 (#4) or hos15-2 (#2) background, grown 1010	

on 1/2MS media in a long-day chamber, were treated with liquid MS medium supplemented or 1011	

not with CHX (100 µM) and MG132 (50 µM) for 4 h. After treatment seedlings were grinded in 1012	

liquid nitrogen and proteins were extracted. Western-blot was carried out using anti-HA or anti-1013	

HOS15 antibodies.  1014	

(B) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (A). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent 1015	

biological repeats). Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value 1016	

<0.05 (*). 1017	

(C) 10-d-old seedlings were treated with 100 µΜ CHX, or CHX plus 50 µΜ MG132 for 8 hrs. 1018	

Seedlings were then grounded in liquid nitrogen and western blot was carried out with anti-OST1 1019	
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or anti-HOS15 antibodies. In the wild type OST1 degrades very rapidly, while in hos15-1 plants 1020	

OST1 was stable up to 8 hrs. 1021	

(D) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (C). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent 1022	

experiments). Significant difference was determined by Student’s t-test, with a p-value of p<0.05 1023	

(*). 1024	

(E) Increase in HOS15 protein level greatly reduces OST1 level. HA-tagged OST1 protein were 1025	

transiently expressed in tobacco together with HOS15-HA. Concentration of Agrobacterium 1026	

cells carrying OST1-HA construct was kept constant (OD600-0.5), while that of cells delivering 1027	

HOS15-HA was increased gradually from 0.1 to 0.5.  1028	

(F) Band intensity of OST1/HOS15 proteins in (E). OST1 protein level gradually declines when 1029	

HOS15 concentration was increased. 1030	

  1031	
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 1032	

 1033	

Figure 5. OST1 protein is stabilized by ABA. 1034	

(A) The OST1 protein level dramatically increases in response to ABA and then after 6h rapidly 1035	

decreases. Seven-day old seedlings of HA-tagged OST1-OX (transgenic lines #4, #8 and #9) 1036	

were treated with 100 µM of ABA for the indicated amount of time. Proteins were extracted and 1037	

probed with anti-HA antibodies. CBB is the stained membrane of OST1-HA #4 after tranfer. 1038	

(B) Average band intensity of immuno-detected OST1-HA protein in (A). 1039	

(C) HOS15 protein level is independent of exogenous ABA. Seedlings of Col-0 (Columbia-0) 1040	

were treated as in (A) and total protein was probed with anti-HOS15 antibodies. 1041	

(D) OST1 reduces very rapidly in wild type (Col-0) but not in hos15-2 background. Seven-day 1042	

old seedlings of OST1-HA/Col-0 #4 and OST1-HA/hos15-2 #2 were treated with 100 µM of 1043	

ABA for the indicated amount of time; proteins extracted were probed with anti-HA antibodies.  1044	
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(E) Relative band intensity of OST1-HA protein in (D), with signal level of OST1 in Col-0 set to 1045	

1, error bars represent SE. Significant differences were determined by a Student’s t-test (*, 1046	

P<0.05). 1047	

(F) HOS15-induced OST1 degradation is critical for desensitization when the ABA signal ceased. 1048	

Seven-days old seedlings of indicated lines were treated with ABA (100 µM) for 4 h prior 1049	

washing with MS liquid media 4-times (0 h indicates 4h ABA treated seedlings). After removal 1050	

of ABA, seedlings were treated with 100 µM CHX (for 2 h or 4 h) and 50 µM MG132 (for 4 h). 1051	

Proteins were extracted and the western blot was carried out using anti-HA or anti-HOS15 1052	

antibodies.  1053	

(G) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (F). Error bars representing SE (n=3 independent 1054	

experiments). Significant differences were determined by a Student’s t-test (*, P<0.05; **, 1055	

P<0.005). Black and white bars represent OST1 protein Col-0 and hos15-2 respectively. 1056	

  1057	
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 1058	

Figure 6. Mutation ost1-3 is epistatic to hos15-2. 1059	

(A) The ost1 mutation suppresses the ABA sensitive phenotype of hos15-2. Seeds of Col-0, 1060	

hos15-2, ost1-3 and the double mutant hos15/ost1 were germinated on 1/2MS medium with the 1061	

indicated supplement of ABA. Photographs were taken 5-days after germination.  1062	

(B) Radicle emergence was counted after 4 days, with error bars representing SE (n=3 1063	

independent experiments were done, each with three replicates). Significant difference was 1064	

determined by a Student’s t-test with a P-value <0.05 (*). 1065	

(C) Double mutant of hos15/ost1 lack the ability to tolerate drought stress. Three-week-old 1066	

plants of genotypes Col-0, hos15-2, ost1-3 and hos15-2/ost1-3 were submitted to drought 1067	

tolerance assay by withholding water for 14 days and subsequent re-watering. Photographs were 1068	

taken 2-days after re-watering. 1069	

  1070	
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 1071	

 1072	

Figure 7. Mathematical modeling predicts a mechanism underlying the OST1 adaptation.  1073	

(A) Diagram of the mathematical model. When the phosphorylated OST1 is bound to 1074	

ABI1:HOS15, OST1 is dephosphorylated and unstable. This interaction is reduced with ABA 1075	

signal because the ABA-loaded receptor PYR1:ABA sequesters ABI1:HOS15, which prevents 1076	

the association with OST1. Furthermore, the activated PYR1:ABA promotes the rapid 1077	

degradation of ABI1:HOS15. We used the undetermined functions fP, fA and fO to describe the 1078	

synthesis of PYR1:ABA, ABI and OST1 regulated by OST1, respectively. The type of functions 1079	

are randomly selected among positive, none, and negative type of regulations throughout the 1080	

parameter fitting.  1081	
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(B) Simulated trajectories of total OST1 level in response to the ABA treatment at time 0h using 1082	

the 103 successful models are consistent with experimental data (Blue dots). Here, OST1 1083	

concentrations are normalized by the initial total OST1 level.  1084	

(C-E) The remained fractions of total OST1 after 4h of CHX treatment in the absence of ABA 1085	

(C), total ABI after 3h of CHX treatment in the absence of ABA (D) total ABI after 1hr of CHX 1086	

treatment in the presence of ABA (E) are simulated using the 103 models. These are consistent 1087	

with the experimental measurements (blue triangles).  1088	

(F) The magnitude of the positive regulation for the production of ABI1 and OST1 by active 1089	

OST1 in the 103 models are investigated. The ratio between maximal production rate of ABI1 1090	

induced by OST1 and basal production rate of ABI1 is much greater (left) than the ratio between 1091	

maximal production rate of OST1 induced by OST1 and basal production rate of OST1 (right).  1092	

(G) The distributions of ABI1 half-life when ABI is a monomer, a heterodimer with PYR1 and a 1093	

heterodimer with OST1 in the 103 models. The right skewed distribution of ABI1:OST1 half-life 1094	

indicates that ABI1 becomes stable when it binds with the OST1.  1095	

(H) The model predicts that the positive regulation of ABI1 level by OST1 via enhanced ABI 1096	

synthesis and stabilization of ABI1 are required to simulate the OST1 adaptation in response to 1097	

ABA.  1098	

(I) The 103 models predict that the trajectories of the ABI1 in response to ABA signal are similar 1099	

to those of OST1 (B). 1100	

(J) The model prediction of ABA-induced ABI1/2 synthesis was confirmed experimentally.  1101	

(K) Detailed molecular mechanisms underlying the OST1 adaptation to ABA signaling. The 1102	

simulated trajectories of key molecules with an exemplary model predict that the OST1 1103	

adaptation process consists of four phases. 1104	

 1105	

 1106	

  1107	
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Supplementary Information 1108	

 1109	

Supplemental Figures 1110	

Supplemental Figure 1-13  1111	

Supplementary Tables 1112	

Table S1-S3. 1113	
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 1114	

Supplemental Figure 1. Loss-of-function HOS15 mutant plants are sensitive to ABA. 1115	
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(A) Isolation and genotyping of T-DNA insertion hos15-2 mutant with primers listed in Table S1. 1116	

(B) Abundance of HOS15 transcript in Col-0 (wild type), hos15-2 and two complemented lines 1117	

expressing pHOS15::HOS15 in the hos15-2 background (CL #1 and CL #2). Total RNAs were 1118	

extracted from 7-days old seedlings and qRT-PCR was performed. UBQ5 was used as internal 1119	

control. Error bars show SD. 1120	

(C) hos15-2 plants are sensitive to exogenous ABA during germination. Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, 1121	

and complementation lines CL #1 and CL #2 were germinated on 1/2MS medium in 96-wells 1122	

plates with the indicated concentrations of ABA (µM) in a long-day chamber at 22ºC. 1123	

Photographs were taken 5-days after germination. 1124	

(D) Radicle emergence was counted at day 4. Error bars represent SE. Significant difference was 1125	

determined by a Student’s t -test (*, p < 0.05). 1126	

(E) hos15-2 plants show root growth retardation in response to ABA. Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, 1127	

CL #1 and CL #2 were germinated on 1/2MS agar medium with indicated concentration of ABA 1128	

(µM). Plates were placed vertically in a growth chamber in long-day conditions at 22ºC. 1129	

Photographs were taken 7-days after germination. 1130	

(F) Graphical representation of root growth in (E). Three independent biological replicates were 1131	

averaged. Error bars represent SE. Significant difference determined by Student’s t -test; (*, 1132	

p<0.05) compared with Col-0 under ABA-treatment. 1133	

  1134	
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 1135	

Supplemental Figure 2. Dehydration stress responsive genes are highly induced in hos15-2 1136	

under stress. 1137	

(A) Abundance of stress responsive genes in hos15-2 plants under dehydration stress define their 1138	

drought resistant phenotype. Expression of stress related genes in Col-0 and hos15-2. Seeds of 1139	

wild types (Col-0), hos15-2 and complemented line (CL #1) were cultured on 1/2MS medium for 1140	

2-weeks and then dehydrated at room temperature for 1 h. Total RNAs were extracted from those 1141	

seedlings, and RT-qPCR analysis was performed. UBQ5 was used as internal control. Error bars 1142	

show SD. Significant difference was determined by Student’s t -test (*P<0.001, **P<0.01). 1143	

(B) ABA-biosynthetic genes are highly upregulated in hos15-2 plants under dehydration stress. 1144	

Seeds of wild types (Col-0) and hos15-2 grown on 1/2MS medium for 2-week were dehydrated 1145	

at room temperature for 1 h. Total RNAs were extracted from seedlings, and qRT-PCR 1146	

performed using UBQ5 as internal control. Error bars show SD. Significant difference was 1147	

determined by Student’s t -test (*P<0.001, **P<0.01). 1148	
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 1149	

 1150	

Supplemental Figure 3. Accumulation of ABA level in hos15-2 is marginally higher than 1151	

Col-0. 1152	

hos15-2 plants accumulate slightly but not dramatically more ABA than wild type plants. 1153	

Seedlings of Col-0, hos15-2 and aba2-21 were grown for 10-days on MS plates. Six to 10 1154	

seedlings from each genotype were put into empty plates for dehydration stress and ABA 1155	

accumulation was analyzed at the indicated time points. Error bars indicate SE (n=3 independent 1156	

experiments). Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t-test (*P<0.05, **P<0.005). 1157	

  1158	
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 1159	

 1160	

 1161	

Supplemental Figure 4. HOS15 interacts with ABA-signaling components in yeast two-1162	

hybrid assay. 1163	

HOS15 interacts with OST1, SnRK2.3, ABI1 and ABI2 but not with ABA receptor PYR1 or 1164	

ABA responsive TFs in yeast-two-hybrid system. All tests were performed with HOS15 protein 1165	

as prey. OST1, SnRK2.2, SnRK2.3, ABI1, ABI2, PYR1, ABF1, ABF2, ABF3, ABF4, AREB3 1166	

and ABI5 were used as bait for monitoring their interactions. Growth without supplemental 1167	

histidine (-His) reports protein interaction. Proteins SGT1 and RAR1 were used as positive 1168	

controls, while HOS15 with empty bait vector was used as negative control. 1169	

  1170	
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 1171	

 1172	

Supplemental Figure 5. HOS15 interacts with DDB1-CUL4 and OST1. 1173	

(A and B) HOS15 is a component of DDB1-CUL4 E3 ligase complex where HOS15 function as 1174	

adaptor protein to link E3 ligase complex with the target protein. HOS15-GFP and DDB1-HA (A) 1175	

or CUL4-HA (B) proteins were transiently co-expressed in tobacco. Total proteins were 1176	

extracted and pulled down with GFP antibodies. anti-GFP and anti-HA antibodies were used for 1177	

immuno-blotting. 1178	

(C) Presence of OST1 in complex with HOS15 and DDB1A. OST1-HA, HOS15-GFP and 1179	

DDB1-HA proteins were transiently co-expressed in tobacco. Total proteins extracts were treated 1180	

as in (A) and (B). 1181	

 1182	

 1183	

  1184	
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 1185	

Supplemental Figure 6. HOS15 destabilizes OST1 and SnRK2.3 but not SnRK2.2.  1186	

(A) hos15-2 mutation leads to over accumulation of OST1 protein. Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, 1187	

pSUPER::OST1-MYC #4, pSUPER::OST1-MYC #10, pSUPER::OST1-MYC/hos15-2 #7, and 1188	

pSUPER::OST1-MYC/hos15-2 #28 were grown on 1/2MS medium for 1-week. Western-blot 1189	

was carried out using anti-MYC. Tubulin was used as loading control. 1190	

(B) HA-tagged SnRK2.3 protein was transiently expressed in tobacco together with HOS15-HA. 1191	

The concentration of Agrobacterium cells carrying the SnRK2.3-HA construct was kept constant 1192	

(OD600 = 0.5), while those carrying the HOS15-HA construct were increased gradually from 1193	

OD600 0.1 to 0.5. 1194	

(C) A similar experiment done with HA-tagged SnRK2.2 protein. HA-tagged SnRK2.2 protein 1195	

was transiently expressed in tobacco together with HOS15-HA. Unlike SnRK2.3, increase in 1196	

HOS15 concentration doesn’t influence SnRK2.2 stability. 1197	

  1198	
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 1199	

Supplemental Figure 7. HOS15 tightly regulates OST1 protein level. 1200	

(A) In response to exogenous ABA, reduction in OST1 level after 4 h is dependent on 1201	

HOS15.Seven-day old seedlings of OST1-HA/Col-0 and OST1-HA/hos15-2 were treated with 1202	

100 µM ABA for indicated time, after which total proteins were extracted and probed using anti-1203	

HA antibodies. CBB was used as loading control. 1204	

(B) Transcript levels ofOST1 in Col-0 (wild type) and in transgenic lines expressing p35S::OST1-1205	

HA in WT and hos15-2 backgrounds (OST1-HA/Col-0 and OST1-HA/hos15-2). Total RNAs 1206	

were extracted from 7-days old seedlings and qRT-PCR was performed. UBQ5 was used as 1207	

internal control. Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent experiments). Significant difference 1208	

was determined by a Student’s t -test; with a P-value of, *P<0.001. 1209	

(C) OST1 degradation in a post-ABA scenario is promoted by HOS15.Seven-day old seedlings 1210	

of indicated lines were treated with 100 µM ABA for 4 h and then ABA was removed by 1211	

washing with MS liquid media four times (0 h indicates ABA treated seedlings). After removal 1212	
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of ABA, seedlings were then treated with CHX (100 µM for 2 h or 4 h) or CHX+MG132 (50 µM 1213	

for 4 h). Proteins were extracted and probed using anti-HA or anti-HOS15 antibodies. 1214	

(D) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (C). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent 1215	

experiments). Significant difference was determined by a Student’s t -test, with a P-value of 1216	

*P<0.05. Black and white bars represents OST1 protein Col-0 and hos15-2 respectively. 1217	

 1218	

  1219	
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 1220	

Supplemental Figure 8. OST1 protein is degraded in a HOS15-dependent manner. 1221	

(A) 10-d-old seedlings were treated with 100 µΜ ABA and CHX. Seedlings were then grounded 1222	

in liquid nitrogen and western blot was carried out with anti-OST1 or anti-HOS15 antibodies. In 1223	

the wild type OST1 degrades very rapidly, while in hos15-2 plants OST1 was stable up to 8 hrs. 1224	

CHX was used together with ABA because OST1 positively regulates its own transcription in the 1225	

presence of ABA (Kong et al., 2015). 1226	

(B) Relative band intensity of OST1 protein in (A). Error bars represent SE (n=3 independent 1227	

experiments). Significant difference was determined by Student’s t-test, with a P-value of p<0.05 1228	

(*). Black and white bars represent OST1 protein in Col-0 and hos15-2 respectively. 1229	

  1230	
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 1231	

 1232	

Supplemental Figure 9. OST1 protein is unstable in abi1-1 dominant mutant but 1233	

accumulates in abi1-2 and abi2-2 knockout mutants. 1234	

Western blots to detect endogenous levels of OST1 were carried out in 10-d-old seedlings of the 1235	

indicated genotypes treated with 100 µM CHX alone or together with 50 µM MG132. Left panel 1236	

is OST1 protein detected by anti-OST1 antibodies, the middle panel is the HOS15 protein 1237	

detected by anti-HOS15 antibodies, and the right panel compares protein loading. In abi1-1 1238	

plants OST1 was unstable as compared to abi1-2 or abi2-2, indicating that dephosphorylated 1239	

OST1 is degraded more rapidly. 1240	

 1241	

  1242	
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 1243	

Supplemental Figure 10. OST1-OX/hos15-2 plants show similar phenotype to as that of 1244	

hos15-2 under ABA and drought stresses. 1245	

(A) Overexpression of OST1 in hos15-2 background instead of Col-0, enhances ABA sensitivity. 1246	

Seeds of Col-0, hos15-2, pSUPER::OST1-MYC #4 and pSUPER::OST1-MYC/hos15-2 #28were 1247	

germinated on1/2MS medium with the indicated supplement of ABA. Photographs were taken 5-1248	

days after germination. 1249	

(B) Radicle emergence in (A) was counted after 4 days. 1250	

(C) Drought tolerant phenotype of hos15-2 plants are due to OST1 over accumulation. Three-1251	

week-old plants of genotypes Col-0, hos15-2, ost1-3, pSUPER::OST1-MYC #4 and 1252	

pSUPER::OST1-MYC/hos15-2 #28were submitted to drought tolerance assay by withholding 1253	

water for 14 days and subsequent re-watering. Photographs were taken 2-days after re-watering. 1254	

  1255	
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 1256	

 1257	

 1258	

Supplemental Figure 11. OST1 kinase activity increases in hos15-2 compared to wild-type 1259	

plants. One-week old seedlings of genotype Col-0, hos15-2 and ost1-3 were treated with 100 1260	

µM ABA for 4 h. In-gel kinase assay was performed to check OST1 kinase activity in wild-type 1261	

and hos15-2 plants. MBP was used as a substrate. Arrow head indicates OST1 size near 42kDa. 1262	

 1263	

 1264	

 1265	

Supplemental Figure 12. The distribution of parameters of the 103 models, which successfully 1266	

simulate the OST1 timecourse in response to the ABA signal. 1267	

  1268	
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 1269	

 1270	

Supplemental Figure 13. Stress-adaptation response of ABA via HOS15.  1271	

(A) (Resting phase) Under regular non-stress conditions ABI1/2 and HOS15 interact with OST1. 1272	

ABI1/2 inhibits OST1 activity by de-phosphorylation and HOS15 degrades OST1 to keep it in a 1273	

low-abundance resting state. Here, gray P denotes the inactive (de-phosphorylated) form of 1274	

OST1. 1275	

(B) (Activation) In response to ABA, PYR1 binds to ABA and recruits ABI1/2, thus releasing 1276	

OST1 from sequestration with ABI1/2. HOS15 and OST1 interaction is also diminished by ABA, 1277	

which leads to OST1 stabilization and activation. OST1 is first auto-phosphorylated and then 1278	

trans-phosphorylates target TFs. Here, red P denotes the active (phosphorylated) form of OST1. 1279	

(C) (De-activation and desensitization) After removal of ABA from the system, ABI1/2 again 1280	

interact with and dephosphorylate OST1, recruiting HOS15 to OST1 for degradation. However, 1281	

the persistenceof ABA also leads to destabilization of OST1 due to the accumulation of ABI1/2, 1282	

which initiates desensitization and the return to homeostatic conditions. HOS15-dependent 1283	

degradation OST1 allows fine-tuning the intensity of ABA signaling and the eventual 1284	

desensitization. 1285	

  1286	
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 1287	

Supplementary Tables 1288	

Table S1. Primers used for cloning 1289	

Name 
AREB3-attB1 

Sequence 
AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGATTCTCAGAGGGGTATT 

AREB3-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCAGAAAGGAGCCGAGCTTGT 

ABF1-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGGTACTCACATTGATAT 

ABF1-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCACCTTCTTACCACGGACCGG 

ABF2-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGATGGTAGTATGAATTT 

ABF2-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCACCAAGGTCCCGACTCTGTC 

ABF3-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGGGTCTAGATTAAACTTC 

ABF3-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCCTACCAGGGACCCGTCAATGT 

ABF4-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGGAACTCACATCAATTTC 

ABF4-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCACCATGGTCCGGTTAATGT 

ABI1-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGAGGAAGTATCTCCGGC 

ABI1-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCAGTTCAAGGGTTTGCTCT 

ABI2-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGACGAAGTTTCTCCTGC 

ABI2-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCAATTCAAGGATTTGCTCT 

ABI5-attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGTAACTAGAGAAACGAA 

ABI5-attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTTAGAGTGGACAACTCGGGT 

CUL4 attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGTCTCTTCCTACCAAACGCTCT 

CUL4 attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCAGCAAGATAATTGTATATCTGAGG 

DDB1A attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAGCTCATGGAACTACGTTGTTAC 

DDB1A attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCGTGAAGCCTAGTGAGTTCTTCAAC 

HOS15 pro attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTAGCATGATTCCGATTCCGATGAGTCAA 

HOS15 FL-F attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGTCTTCACTTACCTCCGTCG 

HOS15 FL-R attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTGCTACATTCTGAAATCAAGAACG 

OST1. attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGATCGACCAGCAGTGAGT 

OST1. attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCCATTGCGTACACAATCTCTCC 

PYR1. attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGCCTTCGGAGTTAACACC 

PYR1. attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCACGTCACCTGAGAACCAC 

SnRK2.2. attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGATCCGGCGACTAATTCA 

SnRK2.2. attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTCAGAGAGCATAAACTATCTCTCC 

SnRK2.3. attB1 AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGGATCGAGCTCCGGTGACC 

SnRK2.3. attB2 AGAAAGCTGGGTCTTAGAGAGCGTAAACTATCTCTCC 

hos15-2 F GATGGCCAAGCAAGAATCTG 
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hos15-2 R TCCTGTAGGGCTCCATCTGA 

GABI-Kat LB CCCATTTGGACGTGAATGTAGACAC 
Table S2. Primers used for qRT-PCR 1290	

 1291	

Name 
AtLEA7-real time-F 

Sequence 
GCAATCAAGAACAAGGCACA 

AtLEA7-real time-R TCAGTGCGAAGCCCTAAAGT 

DREB2A-real time-F CAGTGTTGCCAACGGTTCAT 

DREB2A-real time-R AAACGGAGGTATTCCGTAGTTGAG 

EEL-real time-F CAACAGGACAAGAATGGAAACG 

EEL-real time-R GTCACTACACCAGCTCTCAAC 

HOS15-real time-F CACGGACAGCATGATCTACTTATG 

HOS15-real time-R TAGGATTGTTAGTTCCTGGTCCTG 

NCED2-real time-F  GCCCATTAAAAGACAACCGAAG 

NCED2-real time-R GGAAGATGTTTAGCCGGAGAG 

NCED3-real time-F TCCAGCTCTTCATTTCCCTA A 

NCED3-realtime-R CGGCCATTGAAATAGACCAA 

NCED5-real time-F GTCATTTGCTCTCATGGCTTG 

NCED5-real time-R CGTCTTGGTTTAGTGTTGGTG 

NCED6-real time-F GTGGTTTTCTTTAACGGCAGG 
NCED6-real time-R TCAATCTGGTCATCGAATCCG 

NCED9-real time-F CAATACCAAAACCCCAAACCG 
NCED9-real time-R GGTCTCGAAGAGGAAGATGAAG 

RD29A-real time-F AACGAGGGGAAGATAAAAGTGTGTC 

RD29A-real time-R AGGCTTTGTCTTCTTCTTCAGTTGTC 
UBQ5-real time-F GACGCTTCATCTCGTCC 

UBQ5-real time-R GTAAACGTAGGTGAGTCC 

 1292	

  1293	
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Table S3. Description of parameters in the mathematical model. 1294	

Name Description Constraint  

αP Formation rate constant for PYR and ABI complex >12Log[2] h-1 

αA Basal synthesis rate constant for ABI   

αAmax Maximal synthesis rate for ABI regulated by OST1   

αO Basal synthesis rate constant for OST1   

αOmax Maximal synthesis rate for OST1 regulated by OST1   

KA Half-maximal constant of ABI synthesis regulated by OST1  

KO Half-maximal constant of OST1 synthesis regulated by OST1  
 

kf1 Binding rate constant for PYR:ABA to ABI:HOS15 >12Log[2] h-1
 

kb1 Unbinding rate constant for PYR:ABA to ABI:HOS15  

kf2 Binding rate constant for ABI:HOS15 to OST1  

kb2 Unbinding rate constant for ABI:HOS15 to OST1  

βA Degradation rate constant for ABI >βAP/2 

βAP Degradation rate constant for ABI bound with PYR:ABA >Log[2] h-1 

βAO Degradation rate constant for ABI bound with OST1 >βAP/2 

βO Degradation rate constant for OST1   Log[2]/33 h-1 

βOA Degradation rate constant for OST1 bound with ABI:HOS15  >Log[2]/4 h-1 

 1295	

The constraint for αP and kf1 stems from the rapid formation of PYR and ABI (in 5 min after 1296	
ABA signal. The constraint for βAP is based on the half-life of ABI in the presence of ABA is 1297	
~1hr. The constraint for βO and βOA is based on our experimental data (Figs. 3 and 5). All 1298	
degradation rates are restricted to less than 12 Log [2] h-1.	1299	
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